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Foreword What Future for Porlock Marsh?
Many in our community have nostalgic memories of Porlock Marsh before the
breach in 1996 and some still feel a sense of loss for what was a much loved
asset. Others have embraced the change and recognised that the site has
become a national exemplar of managing the coast using natural processes.
Since then the area has evolved and remains a special if very diﬀerent place.
Over these years the approach has been to let nature “do its thing” but this has
raised a number of questions and potential opportunities to ensure that the
Marsh becomes and remains a key and unique asset to local communities and
businesses, its landowners and Exmoor National Park as a whole.
This project was set up to develop a future vision for Porlock Marsh and a plan
for its development, management and use. This is led by a Steering Group
including the two main landowners - Porlock Manor Estate and the National
Trust - Porlock Parish Council, Exmoor National Park (who also funded the
project) and Natural England. The ﬁrst stage, which we are reporting on here,
was to take stock of where we are, consider the diﬀerent and sometimes
competing considerations and develop ideas for the future which can then be
discussed by the whole community before any conclusions are reached.
This Vision is the result of that work and involved signiﬁcant consultation with the
key landowners, farmers, agencies, and local community and we would like to
thank everyone for their comments and suggestions. The following pages set out
our Vision and identify some of the things that we feel could help to deliver it.
It is important to stress that not all of the options set out in the Vision will
necessarily be delivered. Changes to the physical infrastructure such as new
access routes or car parking will require agreement with landowners and tenant
farmers as well as relevant consents and permissions. Delivery is also dependent
on the necessary funding being secured. There are some options which could
be delivered in the short term, as well as other options which are likely to require
longer to achieve or will need further investigation. However, we feel that
overall, this gives a clear vision of improvements that can be made to Porlock
Marsh and how people experience it.
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Steering group members:
Alan Wright .................................................................Porlock Parish Council
David Hancock ..........................................................Porlock Parish Council
Nigel Hester ................................................................National Trust
Mark Blathwayt ........................................................Porlock Manor Estate
Flemming Ulf-Hansen ..........................................Natural England
Stephen Head ............................................................Exmoor National Park Authority
Sarah Bryan .................................................................Exmoor National Park Authority
Clare Reid ......................................................................Project Manager
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Porlock Marsh
The Vision is focused on the broad arc of land and foreshore between Gore
Point and Hurlstone Point on the Somerset Coast encompassing the villages of
Porlock Weir, Porlock and Bossington which provide attractive gateways to the
Marsh. The land is primarily owned by Porlock Manor Estate and the National
Trust, and managed by tenant farmers. It incorporates the longest shingle ridge
on the western coast of Britain, saltmarsh and freshwater habitats fringed by
fertile farmland. The surrounding woodland, hills and moorland form an
encircling backdrop.
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Porlock Marsh - ‘Spirit of Place’
A dynamic, constantly changing landscape of salt marsh, brackish water, grassy
paths, crumbling stone walls and muddy ditches, tucked behind a massive
sweeping shingle ridge. Surrounding wooded hills capped with moorland and
gentle farmland cradle the Marsh on three sides, but to the north it is exposed to
the openness and elements of the Bristol channel. The ﬂatness and simplicity of
the landscape emphasise the open skies, the changing weather and tides.
This is a tranquil place; the sound of water gently washing on endless rolling
pebbles, the cry of sea birds, skylarks, far oﬀ tractors. The landscape can be
serene and calming, it can be wild, invigorating. Layers of history are
everywhere, in the submerged forest, the limekilns and pill boxes, old stone
walls, the beautiful duck decoy barn. Dead, stark trees, redundant fences, buried
signs, freshly deposited shingle are clues to the rapidly changing state of Porlock
Marsh, and for some enforce the sense of danger. For many local people the
Marsh evokes happy memories - the Marsh before the breach; a time of picnics,
play and haymaking. A landscape loved by generations.
The Marsh continues to be the lungs of Porlock and the villages of the Vale; wild
and untamed, yet easily accessible. Calming, but dangerous. Constantly
evolving, ruled by nature not man. A place to walk with the dog, to paint, to
watch the birds, to ﬁsh or simply rest your eyes.
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A Changing Environment
Changes along the coast have been happening for thousands of years
inﬂuenced by both the sea and rivers. The more recent, dramatic changes to the
Marsh are the result of the breach in the shingle ridge in 1996, opening up the
Marsh to inundation by the tides and active coastal processes. The shingle ridge
has been fed by sediment transported from cliﬀs to the west, but this source of
supply has reduced. Monitoring since the breach has shown that overall there is
slight erosion of the ridge, although there seems to be some evidence of
gradual stabilisation. The western and eastern ends are relatively stable, but the
central section of ridge to the east of the breach is gradually eroding. There is
also a gradual ‘roll-back’ of the ridge at an annual average rate of about
0.1m/year as it naturally migrates landward in response to rising sea levels via
over-washing. The ridge has moved inland about 30m at the mouth of the
breach. The winter storms 2013/14 have resulted in some dramatic changes,
particularly at Porlockford, with erosion of the bank, and pebbles thrown several
metres inland.
The ridge is likely to continue to roll-inland, and there could be future additional
breaches, or conversely the breach could ‘heal’ although this is not thought to
be likely in the short term. Predicted sea level rise of between 300mm to one
metre over the next 100 years will also have a signiﬁcant eﬀect. On the Marsh
itself, the establishment of saltmarsh is a good means of dissipating wave action
and protecting areas further in land. Some loss of habitats may occur as a result
of sea level rise and coastal processes, but this is all part of the dynamic nature of
allowing the coast to change, and monitoring has shown that new areas of
habitat (e.g. vegetated shingle) establish quite quickly.
The way people access the Marsh has been aﬀected by the breach, with the
South West Coast Path having to be diverted from its original course along the
ridge to now skirt around the inland edge of the Marsh. Some of the footpaths
on the Marsh are inundated by the tide, and can become slippery and muddy at
times. There are implications for historic buildings, archaeological remains and
characteristic landscape features which may be lost or gradually denuded by the
changing environment. Management of the Marsh has also changed, with the
removal of stock from the western end. A fresh look is therefore needed to
enable these changes to be taken into account, and to enhance the way the
Marsh is managed and used in future.
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Our Shared Vision:
“Porlock Marsh is a tranquil and beautiful place where people come to
experience the varied landscapes of open coast and saltmarsh, enclosed
farmland, and surrounding woodland, cliﬀs and moors. The Marsh is more
accessible and enjoyed by more people and a greater diversity of visitors. It is a
place of study and exploration, developing a greater understanding of the
changes taking place now, and in the past. The dynamic coast continues to
change and evolve, creating a unique mosaic of habitats and supporting a rich
diversity of wildlife. The history, archaeology and cultural heritage of the Marsh
are better understood and conserved. It is a living landscape, retaining the
tradition of farming. The implications of climate change and sea level rise are
better understood and inform future management of the Marsh. The Marsh is an
asset for local communities and businesses, and forms part of a broad package
of attractions, features and activities for visitors and locals alike.
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How will the Vision be delivered?
The Vision is intended to encourage a collaborative approach to management
of the Marsh. This is based on the following principles about how the Marsh
should be managed and cared for:
l The underlying philosophy is minimal intervention, with a focus on
conservation, to let the Marsh develop naturally. This is supported by the
two main landowners (Porlock Manor Estate and National Trust) and
tenants, it was also supported at the workshops.

l Future management of the Marsh and the safe access to it, will take into
account the implications of climate change and the need to adapt to the
changes that are occurring.

l Any proposed interventions are aimed at enhancing the special qualities of
the Marsh or enabling better access to and enjoyment of the Marsh;
however these should not interfere with the active geomorphological
processes.

l The Marsh should be a real asset to the local community and businesses as
an area for leisure and appropriate recreation activities, and through
attracting more visitors (and a more diverse range of visitors) as part of a
package encompassing Porlock, Porlock Weir, Bossington and the wider
Porlock Manor and Holnicote estates. However, this should not be at the
expense of spoiling the Marsh or detracting from its special qualities.

The following sections set out the Vision in more detail and proposals for how
it will be achieved.
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‘Inspiring Landscapes’
Whatisthesituationnow?
The landscape is a fascinating place; diﬀerent from the rest of the National
Park and with its own distinct Landscape Type, “Low Farmed Coast and
Marsh.” It includes one of the few areas of higher grade farmland within the
National Park, and forms a broad arc of low-lying land at the mouth of
Porlock Vale. The landscape looks out over Porlock Bay and is enclosed by
the prominent hills and wooded slopes of Bossington Hill to the east and
Worthy Wood to the west. There is a strong inﬂuence of the sea, and the
coastal promontory of Hurlestone Point forms a prominant headland at
the east of the Bay. The simple land cover of open, treeless saltmarsh abuts
the improved pastures and crops of enclosed farmland further inland. The
farmland is deﬁned by small ﬁelds divided by hedgebanks, some of which
are characteristically faced with pebbles from the beach. Prominent
landmark features include the remains of buildings including the limekiln
(a relic from when lime was brought by boat and kiln-heated for farming
use), Second World War pill boxes, and linhay barn which once provided
shelter for stock, providing a glimpse of times past. The settlements of
Porlock, Porlock Weir and Bossington each have their own character and
traditional vernacular style. The landscape is not remote but is tranquil.
There are strong literary and scientiﬁc connections - Coleridge and
Wordsworth walked this coast, and Ada Lovelace, (the daughter of Lord
Byron) lived in Ashley Combe house, she was later credited for working
with Babbage on the early development of computer programmes.
Whatarewetryingtochange?
Whilst there is strong overall landscape character, it is aﬀected by manmade features such as telegraph wires, old fences and other clutter. There
is a sense that landscape condition is declining, including some of the
hedgerow boundaries which are denuded or not traditionally managed in
some areas. Some of the routes onto the Marsh are poor and do not
provide good gateways to the Marsh or a sense of arrival. The design and
location of some signs and other countryside furniture detract from the
wild and natural character of the landscape. Small scale littering in places
also reduces the overall visual quality of the landscape. An assessment of
characteristic landscape features and opportunities for enhancement has
helped to identify improvements that could be made.
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Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
Porlock Marsh is a tranquil and beautiful place where people come to
experience the varied landscapes of open coast and saltmarsh, enclosed
farmland, and surrounding woodland, cliﬀs and moors. The tranquillity of
the Marsh is maintained, acting as a place for quiet enjoyment and
inspiration. The natural beauty and character of the Marsh is enhanced
through conserving characteristic features and the removal of old fences,
telegraph wires and other man-made structures which detract from the
beauty of the landscape.
Objectives:
l To enhance the landscape through conserving characteristic features
and removing features causing visual intrusion or ‘clutter’.
Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Removal of visual clutter including redundant telegraph poles and
fences

l Hedgerow management to enhance character and improve visual
amenity

l Enhanced viewpoints, particularly on the routes to the Marsh

l Improved gateways to the Marsh and ‘sense of arrival’

l Careful design and location of signage and other countryside
‘furniture’ to reduce visual intrusion

l Additional volunteer work-parties to clear litter
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‘Better Access, Better For Visitors’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Porlock Marsh is on the coast, close to Porlock and the beautiful villages of
Bossington and Allerford. It sits within the context of the dramatic scenery
of the Holnicote Estate and Porlock Manor Estates, and adjacent to the
picturesque Porlock Weir Harbour. A network of public rights of way and
permissive paths cross the Marsh, including part of the South West Coast
Path (SWCP). Tourism is important to the local economy, exact visitor
numbers are diﬃcult to estimate, but around 50,000 visitors come to the
Porlock Visitor Centre during the year, and many more come to the area
but are not recorded. Visitors tend to be in the older age ranges, and
weekend visits are popular. Visitor satisfaction is high and over 60% return.
Whatarewetryingtochange?
Many local residents regularly use these footpaths, particularly for dog
walking, but some ﬁnd it too far to walk and the paths too diﬃcult to use,
and access for people with diﬀerent abilities is limited. In particular, some
of the footpaths have become muddy and diﬃcult to use due to seawater
inundation. Regular ﬂooding by the tides creates safety issues for people
walking on the Marsh. Many visitors are unaware of the Marsh or the
attractions that it oﬀers. There is a lack of information about the Marsh,
how to get there, and what to see. There is also a lack of activities for
families and younger people. There is a real opportunity to improve access
to the Marsh and to improve facilities, for visitors and locals alike.
Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
The Marsh is more accessible and enjoyed by more people and a greater
diversity of visitors. There are new and improved footpaths leading
people to the Marsh and linking to the surrounding villages. Walkers
continue to enjoy the Marsh and the South West Coast Path, increasingly
families come to explore, and younger people are exhilarated by the
variety of active pursuits on oﬀer. There are routes and facilities for people
of diﬀerent abilities, and recognition of the dangers associated with the
tides. The area is known for its coastal ﬁshing, canoeing, surﬁng and sailing.
There are guided walks, talks, events, and trails. The Marsh provides
inspiration for the arts and cultural events.
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Objectives:
l To identify opportunities for improvements to access for locals and
visitors, including for people with diﬀerent abilities.
l To provide inspirational experiences of Porlock Marsh through
enhanced visitor facilities and features of interest.

Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Create new and improved access routes to the Marsh

l Investigate options for a small easy access car park closer to (but not
on) the Marsh

l Footpath surface improvements on some regularly ﬂooded sections

l Improve access for people of diﬀerent abilities including through
removing stiles and making the bridge over the Hawkcombe stream
more accessible

l Provide informal seating at key locations along the path network

l Provide new information boards in the car parks and at strategic
locations
l Improve signage to the Marsh

l Improve the resilience of the SWCP against ﬂooding and ensure it
continues to be accessible in the light of sea level rise

l Consider and plan for longer term realignment of the SWCP route
above the 6m contour if this becomes necessary - but aim to keep it as
close to the coast as possible
l Raise public awareness of safety issues when visiting the Marsh,
including tides
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‘Telling The Story’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Porlock Marsh is unique in being the only shingle ridge where the changes
arising from a breach have been allowed to develop naturally. The breach
occurred in 1996 as a result of storms driven by Hurricane ‘Lili’ out in the
Atlantic. A decision was taken not to intervene to ﬁll the breach, and
although not supported by everyone at the time, this has led to the
landscape developing as we see it today. As a consequence, the site has
become nationally signiﬁcant in terms of studying the natural evolution of
geomorphological processes and the establishment of diﬀerent habitats,
including saltmarsh and vegetated shingle. Detailed monitoring of the
changes to the ridge is undertaken by the Plymouth Coastal Observatory,
and the site is the subject of study by many diﬀerent researchers,
universities, and schools. It has even generated interest from abroad, with
visitors from France, Japan and South Africa for example coming to see
how changes are occurring. The information gathered could help to
inform the response to any future breaches in other shingle ridges for
example at Slapton Ley in Devon, and how other communities can adapt
to coastal change.
Whatarewetryingtochange?
Although Porlock Marsh is the subject of much scientiﬁc study, its
signiﬁcance is perhaps not as well understood locally or by the many
visitors who come to Exmoor. Porlock Visitor Centre provides information
and advice to people wanting to explore the area, but there is very little
information for visitors in key places such as car parks, or any signage to the
Marsh. Information about the Marsh, its history, what to do, and what you
might see, is not easily accessible. There is much more that could be done
through collaborative work to raise awareness and understanding of this
special place.
Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
It is a place of study and exploration, developing a greater understanding
of the changes taking place now, and in the past. The site continues to
provide an opportunity to understand dynamic coastal landscapes and
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“tell the story” of how they evolve and change. It is used by schools,
Universities, Field Study Centres, locally as well as from across the UK and
abroad. Further research has been carried out to increase understanding
of the site. There is greater awareness and sharing of information through
diﬀerent media.
Objectives:
l To help raise of awareness of Porlock Marsh - its signiﬁcance, value and
opportunities - and to provide information and interpretation to help
people understand and enjoy the Marsh more, including through
events, arts and cultural activities.
l To promote the Marsh as an educational resource for schools,
students, academics and researchers.

Howarewegoingtodoit?
l New information boards at car parks and other entry points to the
Marsh
l Self-guided trails with circular routes and points of interest

l A series of topic guides e.g. on local history, ﬂora, birds, seashore and
marine wildlife

l Updated information online and links between websites

l Downloadable mobile app with trails and information

l Events, arts and festivals inspired by the Marsh

l Ongoing education using the Marsh as an ‘open air classroom’
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‘Changing Nature’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Much of the area is designated as a nationally important Site of Special
Scientiﬁc Interest (SSSI), stretching along the coast from Gore Point to
Hurlestone Point, with the inland extent roughly following the route of the
South West Coast Path. Before the breach in 1996, the area was low-lying
coastal grazing marsh with freshwater habitats including reedbeds which
supported a variety of birds such as reed warblers, duck and snipe. After
the breach, these habitats and many of the associated birds and other
wildlife were lost as the site was inundated by the tide. Instead, new
habitats have established and this now forms the only saltmarsh in Exmoor
National Park. The designation of the SSSI was altered to reﬂect the
changes occurring, focusing on the active coastal processes, saltmarsh,
and vegetated shingle. The SSSI favourable conservation status assessment
is based on the overall condition of the SSSI and allows for changes to
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speciﬁc habitats. The vegetated shingle includes some rare plants such as
the yellow horned poppy, sea pea, rock samphire and rare lichens. On the
foreshore are important boulder bed habitats, which are subject to the
second highest tidal range in world and form an impressive sight at low
tide. Gradually birds such as shelduck, little egret and oystercatchers are
learning to breed in areas unaﬀected by the tides, and numbers of
breeding skylarks and other farmland birds are increasing in the
surrounding farmland. During the spring and autumn migrations there are
regular sightings of osprey, snowbuntings, spoonbills and turnstones to
name a few. The Marsh is thought to be an important ﬁsh nursery with
large numbers of ﬁsh fry coming in on big tides, providing food for birds
and also larger ﬁsh such as sea bass which follow the fry in. Otters have also
been seen on the Marsh, as have barbastelle and Daubentons bats which
have been tracked feeding on invertebrates over the Marsh. There is also a
lot of interesting marine wildlife including porpoises and other cetaceans
regularly seen oﬀ the coast. Porlock Bay is believed to be an important
nursery site for smaller sharks such as lesser spotted dogﬁsh, tope and
smooth hound sharks..
Whatarewetryingtochange?
The wildlife and habitats of the Marsh have changed, and continue to
change with the active coastal processes at work. Some people regret the
loss of the freshwater reedbeds and ﬁelds, others enjoy seeing the creation
of new habitats. Areas of habitat are gained and lost as the ridge alters and
rolls back and as a result of inundation by the tide. Breeding bird numbers
have fallen, as nest sites are ﬂooded or disturbed by walkers and dogs.
However, there is no regular monitoring of the birds to provide an up to
date picture. Similarly, information is lacking in relation to the importance
of the Marsh for invertebrates, ﬁsh, and other species to inform future
management. Little is known about the seashore and marine habitats and
the wildlife that lives there. On the Marsh, there is a risk that dominant
species such as Spartina anglica (cordgrass) will shade out other less robust
saltmarsh plants, reducing the diversity and interest of the habitat. Invasive
species have also been found colonising the shingle and rivers. Monitoring
and understanding these changes to the habitats and wildlife of the Marsh
is key to informing how it is managed in future. Whilst the overall approach
is to let these changes happen naturally, there may be actions that can
help to enhance nature, without interfering with the natural processes.
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Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
The dynamic coast continues to change and evolve, creating a unique
mosaic of habitats and supporting a rich diversity of wildlife. The Marsh is
recognised as a nationally important site where the natural processes are
developing a rich mosaic of habitats including vegetated shingle, higher,
middle and lower saltmarsh habitats, alongside the seashore habitats and
boulder beach. The surrounding farmland, woodland, cliﬀs and moors add
to the variety. A greater diversity of plant communities are developing on
the site, and populations of rare plants and lichens are increasing. The site
is used by a variety of wildlife including increasing numbers of breeding
and roosting birds. Its importance as a ﬁsh nursery and for invertebrates is
better understood and managed.
Objectives:
l To allow the active geomorphological processes to continue and the
accompanying natural evolution of habitats, including changes to the
saltmarsh, vegetated shingle, boulder beds and freshwater habitats.

l To enhance wildlife through increased understanding of terrestrial and
marine species; creating additional transitional habitats; and
addressing issues including disturbance and invasive species.

Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Improved information about the wildlife, habitats and active coastal
processes
l Reducing disturbance from walkers and dogs by raising awareness
and guiding them away from sensitive areas
l Creation of bird hide / observation area

l Monitoring and research

l Monitoring and control, (where necessary) of invasive species

l Restoring the Hawkcombe stream to its natural course by removing
the artiﬁcially raised banks near to where the stream joins the Marsh
l Management options to enhance wildlife, such as reintroduction of
grazing where and when appropriate
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‘Learning From The Past’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Over the last 10,000 years there have been many changes on the coast. At
the end of the last ice age, the sea level was much lower and the Severn
Estuary was a dry river valley. It is thought that the ridge developed about
8000 years ago as the ice melted, sea levels rose and cliﬀs to the west
eroded. Since then, there has been a continual process of change, with
deep core samples taken from the Marsh showing that the ridge has
moved inland at diﬀerent periods, with sporadic breaching and ‘healing'
events as part of the natural cycle of evolution of the barrier. Remains of
tree stumps from 5-6000 years ago found at the foreshore on Porlock
beach provide evidence of a time when the land was wooded and hunter
gatherers on Exmoor would have exploited a wealth of wild animals and
birds, supplemented by fruits, nuts, and seeds. The remains of an aurochs
(a now extinct species of wild cattle) from about 3500 years ago were also
found on the beach.
As the shingle ridge moves inland it reveals areas of old land surface
varying in date from about 4000 BC to the 19th century. These provide
glimpses of times past including Bronze Age ﬂints, paleo-channels,
drainage systems, medieval poles and worked wood. The early evidence of
settlement is from Saxon place names around 700AD such as Porlock,
Bossington, Luccombe, and records of Viking invasions of Porlock in 1052
including by Harold (later to be King of England). The earliest surviving
map of Porlock Manor dates from 1710 which shows Porlock Marsh as a
large pill (or ﬁsh pond) with an outlet to the sea. Later maps show a smaller
decoy (the name used today) without a connection to the sea. Further
attempts to drain the Marsh were constructed in the early 19th century,
and again in around 1910 when drainage channels known as New Works
were built. Around the same time, a golf course and club house were built
on the Marsh - these only lasted one season and were destroyed by the
autumn storms. The remains of these structures have now been
incorporated within the evolving saltmarsh. More recent history is
recorded in the remains of Second World War pill boxes on the beach and
the war memorial to the crew of an American bomber which crashed on
the Marsh.
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Whatarewetryingtochange?
The changing nature of the coast continues to reveal more evidence of the
past, but it also poses risks to current historical structures. Existing buildings
such as the linhay barn are important landscape features, but they have no
current function and are at risk of decay and erosion from the tides. Some
structures on the beach such as the pill boxes and lime kiln are likely to be
lost over time as the ridge continues to move inland. This highlights the
need for ongoing monitoring to investigate and record new ﬁnds, but also
to assess the risk to existing heritage assets and increase understanding so
that the stories that they tell are not lost.
Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
The history, archaeology and cultural heritage of the Marsh are better
understood and conserved. The risks to these heritage assets from decay,
lack of function, and coastal change are better understood and action
prioritised to preserve them as appropriate through reuse, consolidation,
or recording. There are opportunities for people to discover and enjoy the
rich record of human activity, history, and culture.
Objectives:
l To conserve and enhance the unique heritage assets of the Marsh and
raise awareness of them.
l To identify heritage at risk, and prioritise these for future survey and
recording, and identify opportunities for their management or
enhancement.

Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Assess heritage at risk

l Restoration of the Linhay barn

l Monitoring of heritage assets and new ﬁnds

l Raise awareness and understanding of heritage assets through
increased information and interpretation

l Interpretation of how the landscape has developed and changed over
time
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‘A Farmed Landscape’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Prior to the breach in the shingle ridge in 1996, the area was dominated by
fertile farmland and was grazed by cattle, sheep and ponies. The linhay
barn provided a shelter for stock and a hay store. Freshwater reedbeds
were cut for thatching, and local people would use the meadows for
informal games and picnics. There has been a history of breaches within
living memory, leading to loss of stock, including the 1996 storms. The
extent of tidal inundation since the breach, and the dynamic nature of the
evolving saltmarsh and creek system has led to signiﬁcant changes to the
land and how it can be farmed. As a consequence, Higher Level
Stewardship agreements have been put in place across the Marsh which
focus on allowing natural processes to develop. These have enabled
positive environmental management of the surrounding ﬁelds as well,
encouraging breeding skylarks and other farmland birds, butterﬂies,
dragonﬂies and bees, and even a few hares. The hedgerows and stone
lined hedgebanks are characteristic landscape features, and positive
traditional management of these would help to enhance the landscape
character and visitor experience, as well as beneﬁtting wildlife.
Whatarewetryingtochange?
In the medium to longer term, the reintroduction of some extensive
grazing on the Marsh could provide cultural and landscape beneﬁts in
terms of retaining the tradition of farming on the Marsh, and the feeling of
a ‘living’ landscape. There could also be some beneﬁts for wildlife in the
longer term particularly through diversifying the vegetation structure and
invertebrates, although stocking levels would need to be kept low and be
seasonal to avoid over grazing and damaging the saltmarsh. There are
some areas of vegetated shingle where grazing would be beneﬁcial but
previous attempts to graze these areas failed due to lack of access to water
and also diﬃculties keeping stock within the small areas that needed
grazing. There are a number of practical considerations that would need
to be resolved including agreement with the farmers and landowners, the
need for fences (or other stock barriers), managing access in areas where
stock will be present, and re-negotiation of funding agreements. In the
shorter term, trials of grazing with small number of stock and diﬀerent
types of stock could be considered in order to explore the potential.
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Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
It is a living landscape, retaining the tradition of farming. Farming on the
Marsh is retained through the reintroduction of grazing where and when
appropriate, restoring the feeling of a ‘living’ landscape, maintaining
characteristic landscape features, and beneﬁting wildlife.
Objectives:
l To retain the tradition of farming on the Marsh where appropriate and
to beneﬁt the landscape and wildlife.
Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Reintroduction of grazing on the Marsh where and when appropriate
l Support traditional management of hedgerows and hedgebanks in
the surrounding farmland and along the boundaries of the Marsh

l Maintain positive environmental management of surrounding
farmland

l Maintain funding for delivering environmental beneﬁts
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‘A Thriving Local Economy’
Whatisthesituationnow?
Overall, the Vision is intended to enhance Porlock Marsh as an asset for
local communities, businesses, and visitors. If it is successful, it will help the
local economy through providing an additional draw for people. The area
is already a popular visitor destination, but there is no single attraction that
draws people, instead there are a variety of places to visit including the
local villages, museums, gardens, and various activities on oﬀer. People
might come here as part of walking long distance trails such as the South
West Coast Path or Coleridge Way. Short stay and day trips are popular, as
well as longer stays as part of an overall visit to Exmoor.
Whatarewetryingtochange?
One of the challenges for the tourism association and local businesses is
attracting people to visit the area in the ﬁrst place, when there are so many
other locations to choose from. There are a lot of diﬀerent sources of
information available, but a more co-ordinated approach to marketing and
branding could help to raise the proﬁle of the area and help people to
associate the Marsh with this wider oﬀer. Having an attractive range of
things to see and do and a variety of activities which appeal to diﬀerent
people is important to provide a ‘menu’ from which people can choose.
Drawing in high spending visitors such as cyclists, recreational anglers, or
bird watchers will also help the local economy. The improvements set out
in the Vision should enhance this and the overall visitor experience.
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Whatdowewanttoachieve?
Vision:
The Marsh is an asset for local communities and businesses, and forms
part of a broad package of attractions, features and activities for visitors
and locals alike.
Objectives:
l To promote Porlock Marsh as an asset for the local community and
businesses, as an area for leisure and recreation activities, and through
attracting more visitors (and a more diverse range of visitors).
l To incorporate the Marsh into a wider package of attractions and
activities encompassing Porlock, Porlock Weir, Bossington and the
wider Porlock Manor and Holnicote estates.

Howarewegoingtodoit?
l Co-ordinated marketing and branding of Porlock Marsh, as part of the
wider oﬀer of the area.

l More easily accessible information (websites, social media, leaﬂets,
information boards) about what to do and see, how to get there, what
else is on oﬀer locally.

l Develop a symbol or icon for Porlock Marsh that can be jointly used by
Porlock Manor Estate, National Trust and partners.
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What happens next?
Funding has been secured to through the Exmoor National Park Partnership
Fund, with match funding from Porlock Parish Council, National Trust and the
South West Coast Path Association to deliver some of the actions identiﬁed in
the Vision. This has been divided into two phases, recognising that some of the
actions can be progressed quickly, whilst others will require longer to deliver and
require further surveys and consultation.
A wide range of organisations and people are involved in delivering the Vision,
through for example actions of individual landowners or farmers, or through
partnership working. The Steering Group continues to meet periodically to
monitor overall progress and help take forward particular element of the Vision.
Keep updated on progress via the website
www.exmoor-nationalpark.gov.uk/porlockmarsh and articles in the Porlock Vale
Newsletter.
For further information please contact Clare Reid, Project Manager
or Chris Fitzgerald, Porlock Parish Clerk

Clare Reid:
Email clare.reid@clarereidconsultancy.co.uk
Tel: 01823 433590
Chris Fitzgerald:
Email porlockpc.@porlock.org.uk
Tel: 01643 863350
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